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HOW WE SHAPE TOMORROW’S 
CONSTRUCTION WORLD

Cutting-edge smart buildings
In 2021, BESIX, Proximus and i.Leco created aug!e, a  big 
data software platform for next generation smart buildings. 
This combines their leading expertise in the building, ICT and 
energy sectors. aug!e uses, among other things, artificial 
intelligence to minimise energy consumption and improve 
the overall comfort level of buildings. To do this, buildings 
are digitised, along with their energy flows. By making the 
platform the connection point between users and the build-
ing, aug!e minimises energy costs, optimises the use of 
green and sustainable energy, and improves user comfort 
through a series of remote controls of building equipment 
(lighting, ventilation, temperatures, electric car charging, 
meeting room reservations...). In addition, by inserting histor-
ical data into the digital twin, aug!e learns how the building 
has behaved in the past and will be able to start predicting 
future energy consumption based on real time energy data 
enriched with weather forecasts, energy market prices, user 
feedback, etc. On this basis, aug!e can add other metadata 
and use cases such as workplace management and predic-
tive maintenance.

INNOVATION IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE BESIX GROUP CORPORATE CULTURE. 
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TOPOGRAPHIC PLOTTER, MOHAMMED VI TOWER, MOROCCO

Robots as new colleagues
Robotics is increasingly offering advanced solutions in the 
construction sector. In 2021, the Dubai Uptown Tower, 
a 340-metre building, became the world’s first super-
tall skyscraper to use Schindler R.I.S.E., an autonomous, 
self-climbing robot, to carry out installation work in the lift 
shafts. BESIX was also the first construction company to 
use the BIMPrinter on a skyscraper, on the Mohammed VI 
Tower site in Morocco. This topographic robot creates the 
setting out of the drawings on the ground to the nearest mil-
limetre, for example to prepare the construction of complex 
internal walls. In Belgium, in collaboration with the ULB and 
Innoviris, BESIX Engineering is also conducting research on 
large-scale masonry assistance robots. Last but not least, 
BESIX 3 D’s concrete printing robot also demonstrated its 
capabilities in 2021. In Dubai, after having completed one of 
the world’s largest façades in 3 D printed concrete, visitors 
to the World Expo were able to admire the street furniture 
in the Belgian Pavilion, printed by BESIX 3 D. Robots offer 
multiple benefits, including safety, waste reduction, and new 
architectural possibilities.

The benefits of digital twins
Digital twins are undoubtedly part of the future of the con-
struction industry. Indispensable for smart buildings, they 
have a wide range of uses. For example, BESIX Group and 
its partners won the Belgium Construction Award 2021 in 
the BIM Infrastructure category, in particular for their use of a 
digital twin for the A16 Rotterdam tunnel, a new energy-neu-
tral motorway that the Groene Boog consortium is building 
in the Netherlands. Using 3 D design and BIM models, engi-
neers created a digital twin called TWIN16. By creating a link 
between this digital twin and the actual operational control 
software of the tunnel, they were able to carry out virtual 
tests and execute all the system tests.

AUG!E PLATFORM

SELF-CLIMBING ROBOT IN LIFT SHAFT

ULTRA-PRECISE BIM MODEL FOR THE 
SAINT-DENIS PLEYEL STATION IN PARIS
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“Innovation is an integral part of the 
BESIX Group corporate culture. The 
adoption of new technologies and 
techniques, often at the forefront of 
the construction sector, has actively 
contributed to making BESIX Group 
a leader in its markets.”

Complex timber structures
Although wood is far from being a new material in the con-
struction sector, its use is experiencing a new boom, espe-
cially in large and complex buildings. BESIX Group has 
provided stunning examples of this in 2021. In Amsterdam, 
BESIX NL has started the construction of the new Dutch 
headquarters of DPG Media. With over 44,000 m", this build-
ing will be one of the largest hybrid-timber office buildings in 
the world. Also in Australia, BESIX Watpac has built the new 
NIOA HQ, a five-storey timber building, and has completed 
the timber structure of the 10,000 m" Wurriki Nyal building 
which will house the City of Greater Gealong’s services. Tim-
ber offers many advantages over other building materials, for 
example in terms of CO2 emissions and speed of assembly 
on site.

Sustainable energy as a service
Vanhout Group subsidiary ComTIS Energy has developed a 
solution to the high cost of sustainable energy such as geo-
thermal energy or heat pumps for private individuals. With 
“Comfort as a Service”, ComTIS Energy provides sustaina-
ble heating and cooling to homeowners through a subscrip-
tion formula. The company takes care of the installation and 
maintenance of energy sources. This solution has already 
made a neighbourhood in Diest, Belgium, the first gas-free 
neighbourhood in the region!

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY AS A SERVICE, DIEST, BELGIUM

TIMBER STRUCTURE OF THE NIOA HQ, BRISBANE

Modular and circular construction
Vanhout Group, a subsidiary of BESIX Group, developed a 
new approach to sustainable housing that combines maxi-
mal circularity and fast construction with the optimal use of 
materials. Vanhout’s specialist subsidiaries ComTIS Energy 
and ComTIS Installations joined forces for this European 
research project with the KULeuven, Litobox, and BuildUp, 
a company in which Vanhout acquired a 40% stake in 2021. 
Based in Belgium, BuildUp specialises in automated prefab-
rication of tailor-made buildings, and their rapid assembly on 
site. The project resulted in a proof of concept single family 
house, made of a record breaking of 75% biobased and 20% 
upcycled materials. Following the success of this great col-
laboration, the partners are discussing the launch of CIRCL, 
a new spin-off company to make modular building available 
to everyone!

Reassambled buildings
BESIX designed and built the Belgian and French pavilions 
for the Dubai World Expo. The French Pavilion is an exam-
ple of respect for the principles of bioclimatic architecture. 
This is reflected, for example, in the choice of materials and 
a circular approach, considerably limiting the building’s car-
bon footprint. What the two pavilions also have in common 
is that they can be dismantled and reassembled in exactly 
the same way elsewhere. In 2021, the French Pavilion has 
been acquired by the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales and 
will therefore be reassembled in Toulouse, France, after the 
World Expo. Zero waste.

This is not the first time that BESIX has carried out buildings 
of this type. For example, the Belgian Pavilion at the Milan 
World Expo, built by BESIX in 2015, was dismantled and then 
reassembled at the Citadel in Namur, Belgium. It has been 
open to the public since spring 2021.

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION WITH BUILDUP

DISMANTABLE PAVILION, TO BE REASSEMBLED ELSEWHERE
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